Hepatitis C Awareness

Spreads by sharing needles with drug abuse or other infected persons.
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Fact: Worldwide, 1 in 2 people have chronic viral hepatitis B or C.
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Fact: Many people are not aware that they have hepatitis B or C.
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Unborn babies may get infected with HCV.

Organ transplantation:

Can be infected from blood, organ, blood products.

Fact:

Contact your health care facility to learn more, or visit www.thehcvsite.org
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It's important to know your STATUS. Get tested.
C'est important de connaître ton STATUT. Prenez l'examen.
Treatment is available.
Traitement est disponible.
Be aware
Soyez conscient

Worldwide: One in twelve people have chronic viral hepatitis B or C
Mondiale: Un sur douze gens ont hépatite chronique virus BouC

Hepatitis affects everyone
Hépatite nous affecte tous

People are living with hepatitis
Les gens vivent avec hépatite

www.whdcanada.org

know your status-get tested know your status-get tested know your status-get tested know your status-get tested

CSC Provides:
- bleach
- condoms
- dental dams
- water-based lubricant
- methadone
- suboxone
- information

CSC Fournis:
- la javel
- les condons
- les digues dentaires
- lubrifiant à base d'eau
- méthadone
- suboxone
- information
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